Gerrie Amon Is TKE Calendar Girl Winner

By JUDY PEARSON

In a dramatic display of beauty amid Roman splendor, the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity crowned Gerrie Amon, TKE Calendar Girl, and selected Carole Williamson, first runner-up, Ruth Ann Roddy, second runner-up, and Dottie Thomas, third runner-up, and Glenda Stone, fourth runner-up.

The Contest, held Wednesday, Oct. 20 in the VSC Gym with Dick Walden as emcee, featured evening dress and sportswear and contestants appeared singly and in groups of two to present evening gowns, after which they later in sports clothes.

The Roman Holiday theme of the contest was carried out in the stage sets with stage white columns, a rock wall complete with ivy, a statue, birdbath, and and a Roman setting. The programs were also designed along this theme. Over six hundred people were in attendance, and the general consensus of opinion was that the Contest was the best ever.

Even the intermissions were filled with interesting entertainment. Susan Branch set the mood of the contest with the introduction of "Tom's Diner." A high school singing group composed of Ann Golden, Mary Ann Trusart, and accompanist Mike Ireland sang "Calend-" and "Your Town" and "If I Had a Hammer." Bob Morgan, another VHS student accompanied himself on the guitar and sang a wide variety of songs ranging from "Scotty and Soo" to folksongs such as "South Coast to nonsense songs like "Autumn to May." Bob Gray and Jimbo Smith added a humorous touch to the program by clothing their chins and hats for such roles as a roving reporter, a spy, a parachuter, a cowboy, a gent off the set of "Cleopatra."

Such entertainment as this made the waiting pleasant for the judges deliberating on the top contestants. Choosing twelve girls from thirty lovely contestants was a long, hard task, and the tension increased when from these twelve the five finalists had to be chosen. The ringing applause revealed the full agreement of the audience as Miss Amon was crowned Calendar Girl and presented with a bouquet of red carnations, the TKE fraternity flower. Miss Amon, a TKE girl and presented a member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority, will fill the number one spot, January, on the TKE calendar. Representing the 11 other months will be Miss Williamson, Ruth Ann Roddy, Dottie Thomas, Glenda Stone, and Gayle Thomas.

Congratulations to all the TKE girls for a job well done! Special congratulations are in order for Contest Chairman Artie Powden and members of his committee: Bobby Pierce who was in charge of the Program Committee; Junior Lile who worked on lighting; Earl Wilkes and Johnny McCollum who were responsible for the stage sets, and Charles Fuch's who was in charge of the background music.

Of primary concern at this meeting was the current parking problem on campus. The lack of sufficient parking space for students attending school each day presents a real dilemma, and the proposed solutions to the problem seem to involve a choice of equally unsatisfactory alternatives. More parking spaces are definitely needed, but the question of how to secure them seems to be an unanswerable one. One suggestion which was voiced was to offload the campus. This would free the current problem of parking for discourage students bringing cars on campus. When the current problem is studied, it may be relieved, the fee will be lowered, or eliminated entirely.

It is most important that the students who are affected by this take an interest in the situation. Your ideas should be expressed through your representatives at the Student Government Association. Contact your TKE representative, Bob Fuch's, and let your voice be heard at the next meeting.

S. O. A. Holds Open Meeting

Student Body Invited To Attend

By JUDY PEARSON

On Tuesday night, October 22, a meeting of the Student Government Association of Valdosta State College was held in the VSC gymnasium. The student body as invited by the S.G.A. to attend the meeting and listen to the proceedings, thereby becoming better informed on the problems with which the Student Government is confronted. Composing the gallery were three seniors, seven juniors, nine sophomores, and twenty-five freshmen.

Of primary concern at this meeting was the current parking problem on campus. The lack of sufficient parking space for students attending school each day presents a real dilemma, and the proposed solutions to the problem seem to involve a choice of equally unsatisfactory alternatives. More parking spaces are definitely needed, but the question of how to secure them seems to be an unanswerable one. One suggestion which was voiced was to offload the campus. This would free the current problem of parking for discourage students bringing cars on campus. When the current problem is studied, it may be relieved, the fee will be lowered, or eliminated entirely.

It is most important that the students who are affected by this take an interest in the situation. Your ideas should be expressed through your representatives at the Student Government Association. Contact your TKE representative, Bob Fuch's, and let your voice be heard at the next meeting.

Phi Beta Lambda Planning Conference

Valdosta State College was one of approximately ten colleges represented at thePhi Beta Lambda Planning Conference, Oct. 19, at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia.

Thurmond Williams, State President, and Linda Tabor, National Vice President, presided over the group, and Mr. V al Sheridan, highly successful real estate agent, talked about opportunities unlimited in business.

GAEA Chooses Pember's Art

Dr. Joe Pember, head of the Art Department, was picked by the Georgia Arts Education Association to work as the artist whose work will be distributed to all students in the state. This is an annual project of the GAEA, a branch of public school teachers group.

For this year's entry, Pember chose an ink wash drawing of a lone house in the hilly Georgia hill country. "The Yellow House," although it's done only in black and white, the drawing is part of a series of paintings and drawings he has done on the theme.

This is one of a number of honors 41-year-old Pember has received during the 15 years has been on the VSC faculty. Some of his accolades are from exhibits of The Association of Georgia Artists, Virginia Interstate Regional Fair, Southeastern Art Exhibition, Miami National Exhibition, and Florida Southern International.

A selection of Pember's works are currently being exhibited in Atlanta in the gallery of the Southeast Georgia Arts Association. The twenty paintings, done in the media of oil, pastel, and watercolor, include landscapes, seascapes, tree scenes, interior of studios, and still life.

Dr. Zeno Liles then informed the representatives that Sears Co. had given $500 to the Phi Beta Lambda awards program and she urged members to begin their preparation for these competitive awards. Some... (Continued on Page 4)
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About the Campus Canopy

The Campus Canopy was published by the Associated Collegiate Press at Valdosta State College in Valdosta, Georgia on a bi-monthly basis, starting from June 1963. It included features such as Diversion, an article for students with great attention, courting, and the Campus desires for future issues.

The magazine's philosophy was centered around the idea that students should not procrastinate and should make the most of their college years. The content included advice on relationships, social activities, and preparing for the future.

Despite being a small college, Valdosta State College had a rich history and culture that the campus magazine sought to capture and reflect. The college prided itself on its small-town charm and friendly atmosphere, which was evident in the articles featured in The Campus Canopy.


**Freedom of the College Press**

By DIANE SNEILL

The annual Panhellenic pledge party was held October 29, 5:30 p.m. at the House-in-the-Woods. The party was given in honor of the pledges from each sorority.

**Panhellenic Pledge Party**

Amid the Halloween decorations the girls roasted hot dogs and marshmallows over the fireplaces.

Each sorority was represented in the entertainment by either sister or a pledge. Twinkle Sparlock represented Alpha Delta Pi, Dee Nichols represented Alpha Zeta Delta, Susan Branch, Peggy Straugm, Jo Ann Hodges represented Kappa Delta.

The pledge trainers of each sorority were the honored guests.

Dr. Frank Laurens Will Present Talk

Tomorrow morning in Ashe Hall, Dr. Laurens of the History Department of VSC will present a lecture on "France and the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis." Which was written as a requirement for receiving his Ph.D. degree at the University of North Carolina.

Dr. Bill Gabard, head of the History Department, and Mr. Saunders Garwood arc also attending the meeting that began yesterday and ends tomorrow.

Again this year students are having to live in Harrow Hall, the old dormitory for male students on North Campus. Many times during the day men have to walk to breakfast and supper, often with heavy loads of books to carry. Why not watch carefully when driving up or down Patterson Street and give those poor guys a ride. When winter comes, they will need help even more!

**Loony Limicks**

By REMBOW

There is a man on Red Square, who's rather bold. He's certainly not fickle, Toward the hammer and sickle, And shooting his shoe he'll dare.

There was a man from "Big U.," Some say the Post lied. I don't know, do you? He's certainly not fickle, Toward the hammer and sickle, And shooting his shoe he'll dare.

Was he a Domini? But one thing's no lie. He'll have to contend with the hammer and sickle. Some important plays he knew— Toward the hammer and sickle. He's certainly not fickle, Toward the hammer and sickle, And shooting his shoe he'll dare.

**The Cycle**

By DIANE SNEILL

Around and About

Andrea Hobbs

Vicki Tetsum

Diane Randell AXD

Lavaliere

Alice Collins

Julia Strickland AXD

Pinned

Peggy Alexander KD

Norma Williams AXD

Carol Williamson ADPI

Martha Mims

Betty DeVane

Chubby Barefoot

Engaged

Karin Siljestrom

Sandra Bennett AXD

Lindon Jordon

Toby Royal

Vic Brishoix

Pat Miller KD

Married

Emily Shaw KD

Peggy Harden

Charlotte Durden ADPI

Mimi Collier KD

Sunelle Garadin KD

Kathy Clarke ADPI

Judy Garard KD

Sue Hill

Mary Lou Minchew AXD

Sandy Smith ADPI

They're Ours To Use

If you feel a bit helpless in the midst of a cold war, remember: Every American has a strong arsenal of weapons by very virtue of his freedom. We have, for instance:

- The ability and the means to keep ourselves in touch with the world;
- The right to vote intelligently for government officials;
- The right to make our wishes known to our elected representatives;
- The right to pick and choose the quality of our education;
- The right to complain when we believe something is wrong;
- The right to live in such a way that we set a good example for those who follow in our steps.

Indeed--these are not merely rights, they are obligations.

**Library**

(Continued from Page Two)

does not have every book published. The librarians hope to see some of the problems from the point of view of a library student.

For the group to be effective, participation must extend beyond the classroom. Students are invited to discuss the problems on their own and write to their representatives, either in person or by mail. Students are invited to discuss the problems of the people with any member and to make suggestions for better library service.

**Church Groups Have Suppers**

By ANN TIMMONS

The Wesley Foundation and the Baptist Student Union were hosts at hamburger cookouts Friday afternoon.

On Friday afternoon, October 11th, students gathered at the Wesley Foundation for food and fun. After supper, a program was presented. The Burdangy Brothers, of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, thrilled everyone with their humorous routine. Twinkie Sparlock, ventriloquist, captivated the audience with his droll, Geraldine. Games and music were enjoyed by everyone.

A "Country Social" at the B.S.U. attracted many students who came dressed in bandanna shirts, blue jeans, and straw hats. The entertainment areas were served by Sam Scarecrow as a center of interest. As the quantity of food consumed, old-fashioned games were played, such as pin the tail on the donkey.

Both organizations are hosts at the same time to ensure that the entire student body is invited. In November, the S.U. will sponsor a "Scarecrow" shelling. The Wesley Foundation is planning a dance for winter quarter.

**Kappa Delta Observed Annual Founders' Day**

By MARION CRAVEN

On October 23, Kappa Delta celebrated its annual Founders' Day with a delightful banquet and the installation of its new officers. Guest speaker for the occasion was Miss Paula Hunter who is a graduate of Kappa Delta. Miss Hunter discussed the history of the sorority and the influence that it had on her life. She also spoke about the importance of sisterhood and the need to maintain the high standards of the organization.

Miss Hunter's address was warmly received by the audience and was followed by the installation ceremony. The new officers were sworn in and took their places at the head of the table.

The evening concluded with a delicious dinner and a program of music and entertainment. The guests were entertained by a group of talented performers who added to the festive atmosphere.

The Kappa Delta chapter of the University of North Carolina is proud to have celebrated its annual Founders' Day and to have welcomed its new officers.

**Pledge Party**

On October 22, the Panhellenic pledge party was held at the House-in-the-Woods. The party was given in honor of the pledges from each sorority. The guests were entertained by a group of talented performers who added to the festive atmosphere.
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Valdosta Policemen Left Baffled
V. S. C. Student Continues Work

By BEVERLY INGRAM

The Valdosta Police reports for a recent Saturday would have been interesting back-ground material for an Earle Stanley Gardner mystery story. And one of our own VSC coeds was directly responsible for an event which had a couple of city policemen shaking their heads slowly from side to side and doubting the sanity of anyone connected with VSC.

Diane Fields, a biology major is taking an Ecology course from Dr. Connell and her project for the quarter involves a plot of land out on a deserted section of Forrest Street. One Saturday afternoon which Diane thought would be perfect for working on her field turned out to be a nightmare.

Diane was down on her hands and knees counting the insects on a meter square piece of land, minding her own business, and doing nothing out of the ordinary when up drove a police car. It stopped and two policemen got out and looked skeptical. Diane was down on her hands and knees explaining to the officers that she was going to write up a report on this and Diane began to worry about explaining this to everyone at VSC.

Sig Ep Awards Given

The Sig Ep Awards Dance was held on Saturday night, October 26. The awards were presented to outstanding members of the social fraternity for their participation in extracurricular activities. Awards were given to Jimmy Griffin for Best Sportsman, Sandy Marx, Most Improved Scholarship, and Bill Brussell, Best All Around Man for the year 1962-63. Music for the dance was furnished by the Collegians.

Phone Orders

701 N. Ashley Street
CH 2-3942

FROM THE BRAZIER

brazier DELUXE ........... .50
brazier CHEESEBURGER .... .40
brazier BURGER .......... .35
brazier JIR. CHEESEBURGER .... .25
brazier JR. BURGER ...... .20
brazier CHEESE DOG ....... .20
brazier BAR-B-Q .......... .35
brazier FRENCH FRIES .... .20
brazier ONION RINGS ...... .25

FROM THE

DELICIOUS MALT - SHAKES ....... .30

DAIRY QUEEN

COCA-COLA ............... .10
ROOT BEER ............... .10
ORANGE .................. .10
COFFEE .................. .10
HOT CHOCOLATE ........... .10

D E S S E R T S

SUNDAES ........... .25 - .35 - .45
BANANA SPLIT ....... .45
FLOATS - FREEZES ...... .30
CONES ........... .10 - .15 - .25
PINTS - QUARTS - ½ GALLS.

Keep Me Near the Phone

PHONE IN ORDER - QUICK PICK-UP

FAMILY NIGHT every Monday night
5 p.m. until closing. Five Regular Brazier Burgers $1.25
Rebels Working Extra Hard For Opening Game Nov. 25

By KERMIT HUNNICUT

With a little over two weeks remaining before their first game the Rebels are working extra hard to come on top when they meet Alabama Christian for a home game on November 25.

Many students are unaware that Coach Colson has the boys pouring out the sweat every afternoon. He is really putting the boys through the mill, and at the same time attempting to drive that Rebel spirit deep in their souls. As we watched the team practice this week we could sense the eagerness of the boys to pounce upon their first opponent with the vigor and agility that only the boys will possess.

We think it is about time for someone to show an interest in the basketball team. One way to do this is by learning all we can about the players. Have you ever watched the team practice? This is a very effective way to stimulate any interest in a team; so why not go down to the gymnasium and try to find out who is the man for which you will be cheering? Get to know the individual players, their abilities, and possibly even their nicknames.

Y. A. F. Holds Film Meeting

As one of the first steps in organizing a VSC chapter of Young Americans for Freedom, a meeting was held in the administration building annex on October 23, at 9:00 p.m.

The 23 students and faculty members present saw the film. "A Generation Awaakes," which explained the activities and goals of Y.A.F. as a conservative politically interested organization. A question and answer period was also part of the program.

James Lovett, temporary chairman, brought out that the primary purposes of Y.A.F. are to promote conservatism and anti-communism.

On November 6, at a meeting held after the Canopy went to press, Y.A.F. members were to elect officers, and consider the adoption of a constitution and a chapter charter received from national headquarters in Washington.

Regular meetings are held on alternate Wednesdays. The next one is scheduled for November 19, at 8:30 p.m. in room 206 of the annex.

Mr. Christian Schlegle and Mr. Ray Sutton are the faculty advisors.

Tony’s PIZZA

PIZZA
SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA
PO - BOY SANDWICHES

Free Delivery to the College
11:00 A. M. - 12:00 P. M. — Weekdays
11:00 A. M. - 1:00 — Friday and Saturday

Phone 242-5031
ROXY THEATER BUILDING
Bemis Road

MEET ME AT
Barnes Drug Store
BROOKWOOD PLAZA or DOWNTOWN
Cosmetics School Supplies Men’s Supplies
Books Snack Bar Soda Fountain
Post Office
TELEPHONE CH 24743

“Welcome VSC Students”

KING’S GRILL
GOOD FOOD Reasonable Prices
OPEN: 5:00 A.M. — 9:00 P.M.
200 N. PATTERSON • CH 25897

Now its Pepsi for those who think young

Say “Pepsi Please”

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
VALDOSTA, GEORGIA
College Students
Collided Oct. 31

Two VSC students, each driving a car, were involved in a serious accident October 31, at the intersection of Patterson Street and Park Avenue.

Ronald Hamilton, driver of the car traveling west on Park Avenue, and Murielene Walker driving north on Patterson Street, collided. Her car first hitting Hamilton’s, and then a nearby telephone pole.

Hamilton sustained contusions and abrasions of the body, and was admitted to Pineview Hospital. Miss Walker was not injured.

The police charged Hamilton with running a red light, and Walker with failing to grant the right of way.

Students returning from fifth period class at north campus witnessed the immediate after effects of the accident.

The report that $2500 total loss, was incurred by Hamilton, and $500 was the estimated damage done to Walker’s car.

Greek Week—
(Continued from Page 5)

Ticket:
The dance in the Woman’s Building will feature the Collegians and will take up most of the Greek’s time Friday night.

Saturday afternoon will serve as Greek Olympic day, with all the sororities and fraternities vying for trophies in several different sports, from javelin throwing to tug of war with a line stretched across the creek that runs through Drexel Park.

Saturday night Hank Ballard and the Midnighters will offer the music for the dance to be held at the Valdosta Country Club. The winners of the song festival and the Olympics will be announced, plus the selection of the Greek Goddess and God.

Sunday morning all the Greeks will attend church together.

Patronize Canopy

Sunday after evening worship services. All are cordially welcomed to this time of fellowship and light refreshments.

Mid-week worship is every Wednesday evening, 9:00-9:45 p.m.; Holy Communion is celebrated once a month at this time, the other service being Evening Prayer, with a brief sermon. Preachers for these services include the director, local pastors and students.

Wesley Foundation

Paintings Lent VSC

Twentieth paintings by Thomas Salter, who is coordinator of art education for Atlanta schools, are now featured in the library exhibition room on the second floor. The paintings are done in the media of oil, collage, and combination oil-collage.

Salter, a winner of many southwestern awards, received his masters degree from the University of Georgia, and had additional training at the University of South Carolina. He has studied under Lamar Dodd, Hans Hofmann, and William Halsey.

Works by Salter show many inventive techniques, and a variety of media such as oil, lacquer, collage, polymer, and tempera, and covers a wide range of subject matter.

The exhibit will be on display in the library for the remainder of this quarter.

Visit our Friendly Barber Shops

BROOKWOOD PLAZA
BAYTREE
CASTLE PARK
WEBB’S CENTER

Good Luck Rebels

botany...monotony
notes...quotes...trig
...dig...review...stew
fuss...discuss...cramp
exam...wow...whew
...pause things GO
better WHiCk

WITH Coke

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
Valdosta Coca-Cola Bottling Works, Inc.